Quantitative reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography of major and modified nucleosides in DNA.
Improved, highly accurate high-performance liquid chromatographic methods for the measurement of the major and modified nucleosides in enzymatic digests of DNA using a single column are described. Four high resolution separation protocols (isocratic, binary, ternary and high speed) with specifically improved selectivity for 5-methyldeoxycytidine (m5dCyd) from Ade, dIno and Guo are presented. From a detailed study of the various factors contributing to the precision and accuracy of the measurement, optimized conditions and quantitative protocols were established. The ternary buffer allows for the first time the determination of N6-methyldeoxyadenosine (m6dAdo) in the same chromatographic analysis with the other deoxyribonucleosides. The binary system allows quantitation of the absolute amounts of each ribo- and deoxyribonucleoside as well as the mole % of each as the second buffer elutes 5'dA and the internal standard 8-bromoguanosine. The isocratic system allows precise quantitation of the mole % of each ribo- and deoxyribonucleoside while eliminating the need for buffer change valves, buffer cycling and column re-equilibration. Also, a high-speed isocratic system is described which permits separation of the deoxyribonucleosides in 6 min. The quantitative, enzymatic hydrolysis of DNA was evaluated by comparing a 40-h, three-enzyme system with a 4-h, two-enzyme procedure. The latter protocol proved to be an excellent hydrolysis method. These high resolution liquid chromatography techniques provide the most precise, sensitive and accurate measurement of m5dCyd available, in a straightforward method using as little as 1 microgram of DNA, and have allowed us to demonstrate: the existence of tissue-specific differences in levels of m5dCyd in DNA of humans, monkeys, rats and mice; that m5dCyd levels in DNA change during fetal development; that genomic undermethylation of DNA is correlated with cancer and the presence of m6dAdo in DNA of thermophilic organisms.